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Executive English is for Sale  

A Unique Opportunity to Own a Premier English Language Training Business 

Offers are being accepted for the Domains and Content of Executive English 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Business English Training for International Managers & Executives 

 

 

 

o Hundreds of hours of training material for business English, corporate or academic programs 

o Four Top Ranking Domain Names  

 

Inquiries to: Kelcy.Roth@gmail.com 

 

 

 

http://executiveenglish.com/
mailto:Kelcy.Roth@gmail.com?subject=Executive%20English%20Business%20Inquiry
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Introduction 

Executive English, Kelcy Roth has been a leader in business English training for 35 years, 

specializing in working with international executives who use English as a second language. 

Her clients have included international Fortune 100 companies and global organizations. 

Executive English training is geared to corporate clients whose English levels range from low 

intermediate to advanced C-suite executives.  

 

Owning Executive English presents a unique opportunity to add a long-established and 

successful business English program to your existing language programs, expand your 

corporate in-house trainings, and build your educational curriculum. 

 

Areas of focus in Executive English training reflect the skills needed to succeed in today’s 

global business environment. Clients gain confidence and skills to communicate in meeting 

discussions, in informal negotiating, and presentations. In other words, putting their strategic 

vision and management skills into action - in English!  

 

In addition to international corporate training and consultation, Executive English developed 

and ran a customized coaching program at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) 

Sloan School of Management.  With increased confidence and improved English and 

communication skills, Executive English coaching has enabled hundreds of international 

MBA candidates and mid-career executives to fulfill their potential, securing job offers from 

Fortune 100 and other leading global companies.  
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Core Assets 

 

I. Web Domains 

ExecutiveEnglish.com is the primary of four Executive English domains: 

o ExecutiveEnglish.biz 

o ExecutiveEnglish.info 

o ExecutiveEnglish.us 

 

ExecutiveEnglish.com has enjoyed superb organic rankings on Google, including: 

o #1 organic ranking for 'executive English' 

o #1 organic ranking for 'business English for executives' 

o #2 Google organic ranking for 'English for executives' 

● Organic demand -793 recent monthly visitors without marketing/promotion/SEM 

● Global interest - top markets include the United States, Brazil, Canada, India and Japan 

● High-quality leads - inbound inquiries have included many global corporations, private 

institutions and academia 

 

II. Course Material 

In addition to the domains, Executive English owns educational material developed over 30 years.  

 

● Comprehensive English Language Training - Executive English covers language 

essentials, business vocabulary, business writing, and presentations among other topics 

● Participant-tested - curriculum refined through courses delivered to thousands of students 

● Customizable - Executive English customized material became the basis for their most 

popular five-day courses 
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The Course Material: Core Training Components 

The training components, described here, have been refined into a concise, targeted and deliverable 

format.  Each component includes explanatory charts, examples and extensive exercises customized 

for the individual learner. 

 

Also included is a module targeted to improve English pronunciation.  

 

The Executive English material is valuable as a stand-alone product; it is also easily incorporated into 

existing training programs and trainer methods.  

 

 

Section One: Language Essentials  

The first section is a review of essential English structures: the form, function and contrast of the most 

common verb tenses, conditional ‘if’ sentences, passive and active usage and form, question-forming, 

prepositions, adjectives and adverbs, gerunds and infinitives, tag questions, and modal verbs (should, 

could, must, etc.) to strengthen and soften communication. All training material is in a business 

context.  

Section Two: Business Vocabulary  

An important goal of training is to move your clients’ passive knowledge of English forward to active 

English. An expanded vocabulary plays a key role here.  The focus is on business and general 

vocabulary, formal and informal, direct and indirect, written and spoken. In addition, this unit 

includes practice using prepositions in common business expressions and phrasal verbs.  

 

Executive English brings these lessons to life by putting them in the context of the clients’ current 

business projects and challenges. Conciseness, a hallmark of English, is also discussed: using the one 

powerful word instead of five weaker ones.  

Section Two Preview  

 

Section Three: Business Expressions 

This extensive section covers the most important everyday usages of business idioms and expressions. 

Section Three Preview 
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Section Four: Communicating in Business Settings 

In this section Executive English applies newly learned English skills to communicating in situations 

that run all through business and across cultures. For example, how to express opinions (strongly and 

softly), form questions, push a point, change requests to requirements, disagree, pitch alternatives, 

buy time, give and reject feedback and correct colleagues.  

Executive English covers a range of these business situations. For example, chairing and participating 

in meetings, presentation Q & A sessions, speaking on the phone, informal negotiating - and even 

chats in the hall. As in all Executive English components, we discuss comprehension, that is, 

receiving the message: not only what is said, but also what is not said.  

Section Four Preview 

 

Section Five: Giving Presentations 

The training builds on the participants’ current experience and skills in giving presentations while 

strengthening their English. In addition to the ‘English of presentations’, Executive English discusses 

organization - mapping a structure of the message for maximum impact.  

Executive English also reviews the differences in presenting in various country cultures, including 

how the message is delivered. Should the structure be direct or indirect – and why? Is it Sell or Tell – 

and how does that impact the presentation? What is the stance of the audience? What is their culture? 

We cover how to create clear and concise PowerPoint slides, use visuals effectively, understand the 

Audience Attention Cycle, handle Q&A sessions to advantage, be aware of time, and wrap up 

powerfully with a strong call to action.  Also important is sending “signposts” or signals throughout 

the presentation to tell the audience where you are in the presentation and where you are going. This 

section also works on managing speech: speed, clarity, and articulation.  

Section Five Preview 

 

Section Six: Business Writing 

The objective of this section is to write clear, concise and correct business English documents: a lot 

packed into few words. This contrasts to many other languages, which are text-intensive. English is 

verb-driven and business is action-driven; we focus on using action verbs.  

Executive English looks at linking words to show the connection between ideas: contrast (however), 

cause and effect (consequently) additional information (furthermore), and condition (providing, if), as 

well as punctuation, which help to control sentence length, grammar and clarity. Samples of your 

participants’ emails, PowerPoint slides and documents tailor this section to their specific needs. 

Executive English assured that all client material was kept strictly confidential.  

Section Six Preview 
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Options for Intermediate and Advanced Speakers 

Executive English also includes material on actual business challenges, discussed by top-level 

business school case studies. These real-world case studies can be used as assessments and language 

practice in writing, discussions, and negotiations. They add a unique and adaptable source for high-

intermediate and advanced speakers.  

 

Customizing Executive English Content to Your Clients 

 
The Executive English training process begins with a thorough discussion with clients to assess their 

current level, their needs, and training goals. When and where do they use English? Where are their 

pain points? What is their previous training? What are their goals for the training? What (who) 

motivated them to get more training? The more input given by the participant, the more the material 

can be tailored to their needs.  

 

Next, participants are asked to provide samples of their own, uncorrected writing: emails, presentation 

slides, drafts of reports - any important written business documents can be used. The clients’ input, 

combined with your own assessment of their level and needs, allow you to customize the lessons by 

assembling the components described above that most target the participants’ specific needs. 

 

The course curriculum of Executive English is ideally suited to be digitized and offered to learners as 

a self-paced online course. Kelcy is available for methodology consultation if you wish to discuss this 

option.  

About Kelcy Roth, Founder 

 

Kelcy received her MA in Teaching English as a Second Language from Columbia University in New 

York. She successfully ran Executive English for over 30 years, while completing 2 certificates from 

the Program on Negotiation at Harvard Law School. Prior to starting her unique communication 

consulting firm, Kelcy was the director of a travel office in Paris. She is fluent in German and 

proficient in French. 
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Executive English Client List 

 

Back to Top 
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Content Previews 

Section Two Preview 
 

Back to Section Two 
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Section Three Preview 

 

Back to Section Three 
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Section Four Preview 

 

Back to Section Four 
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Section Five Preview 

Back to Section Five 
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Section Six Preview 

Back to Section Six 

Back to Top 
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